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2) The compelling science goals you foresee for RHIC A+A, p+p, and d+A collisions that can
only be carried out with additional upgrades (or replacements) of detector subsystems or machine
capabilities (e.g., further luminosity or diamond size improvements). For each such goal, provide
some explanation of why RHIC is the appropriate facility (e.g., in competition with LHC or FAIR) to
pursue that science, and preferably some simulations that demonstrate the need for new detector
or machine capabilities to address the compelling questions. If the pursuit of some science goals is
conditional on results to be obtained over the next several years, try to outline the decision points
you foresee for deciding future paths.

4) Any plans or interest your Collaboration has in adapting your detector or detector subsystems
(or detector R&D) to study electron-nucleon and electron-ion collisions with an eventual eRHIC
upgrade. This is relevant only near the end of the decade addressed here, but will be important for
planning purposes. (We may well be forced by financial or environmental considerations, even for a
first MeRHIC stage, to consider options in which acceleration of the electron beam is carried out
around the RHIC tunnel, requiring some scheme for getting an electron beamline through or around
PHENIX and STAR. So it is worth considering if there is some way you could make use of the e-p
and e-A collisions if we provided them.)
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Charge from Steve Vigdor concerning decadal plans







dimensions, technology, additional capabilities 
still under investigation
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Chapter 8

ePHENIX Physics Plan for the

Electron Ion Collider

The PHENIX detector upgrades referred to as sPHENIX and discussed in Chapter 7 are
driven by p+p, p+A, A+A physics. This detector upgrade also provides an excellent
opportunity to carry out an e+p and e+A physics program, referred to as ePHENIX. In
this Chapter, we show that the upgraded PHENIX is well suited for:

• Inclusive e+p physics to measure polarized and unpolarized structure functions.
For the polarized case, these measurements will significantly advance our knowl-
edge of the contributions of quarks and gluons to the proton spin.

• Inclusive e+A physics to measure unpolarized structure functions and derive nu-
clear parton distribution functions nPDFs. These measurements are particularly
relevant to studies of gluon saturation effects.

• Elastic diffractive physics, i.e. elastic vector meson production and deeply virtual
Compton scattering (DVCS). In e+p a tomographic picture of the proton will be-
come possible, while diffractive e+A pins down the initial state for heavy ion colli-
sions. Most of the measurements require the addition of “Roman pot” detectors.

With completion of sPHENIX prior to turn on of eRHIC, these measurements will be
available at the start of the eRHIC program. It is important to stress that during the eRHIC
era, the capabilities for running p+p, p+A, A+A are kept fully intact—which is why we
refer to this time period as the SuperQCD Era in Figure 1 of the Executive Summary.
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PHENIX Decadal Plan, Chapter 8, 
“ePHENIX Physics Plan for the Electron Ion Collider”
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Q2 vs x for e+A
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Study of DVCS considerations by J. H. Lee

Uses the DVCS generator MILOU (hep-ph/0411389) 

“Roman Pots”

e+p→e+p+γ



e+p Physics ePHENIX Physics Plan for the Electron Ion Collider

Figure 8.9: Rapidity distribution for pions coming from exclusively produced vector
mesons such as the !0 for different beam energy combinations. The decay products of the
J/" have the same distributions.

Figure 8.10: The angle of the scattered beam proton as a function of the variable t for elastic
diffractive processes with different beam energy combinations.
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π± from ρ0 e± from J/ψ

MS: constrain quark GPD



ePHENIX Physics Plan for the Electron Ion Collider e+A Physics

Figure 8.13: Rapidity distribution of leptons coming from charmed mesons in nuclear DIS
processes at different beam energies, requiring Q2 >1GeV2.

be found in [192]. The most direct experimental support for the presence of nonlin-
ear evolution in the scattering of hadrons at very high energies is provided by HERA
electron/positron-proton DIS measurements. The observed geometric scaling in the in-
clusive DIS measurements at HERA [294] and similar behavior in diffractive data [247]
are naturally described in the context of saturation models [294].

The resolution scale at which saturation effects in DIS are expected to become dominant
is referred to as the saturation scale, Qs. When Q2 ! Q2

s , linear leading-twist evolution
of structure functions is expected to break down. In fact, geometric scaling in saturation
models is explicitly tied to the presence of a dimensionful scale such as Qs whose x de-
pendence controls the x dependence of the physics.

We note that there are alternative explanations for geometric scaling [149] that do not
require the nonlinear effects of saturation, although they do not exclude it at low x. In-
deed, recent attempts to understand the evolution of HERA F2 data to low Q2 and low
x indicate deviations from DGLAP evolution [150] that may either indicate the need for
resummation of large logarithms at low x or indicate the presence of nonlinear evolution
[151]. Thus, while potentially more sensitive probes of the gluon density and saturation
exist, a detailed study of the evolution of DIS to Q2 values large enough compared to
!2

QCD for the physics to be perturbative but small enough to be at or below Q2
s provides

sensitivity to saturation physics.

Nevertheless, it can be argued that the best way to test for the presence of nonlinear
evolution in DIS is to fix the kinematics and increase the gluon density being probed by
(e.g.) a virtual photon. The simplest way to to achieve such an increase is to use a nu-
clear “target”where at high energies the virtual photon (e.g.) interacts coherently with
the entire thickness of the nucleus, and thus, “sees” an increased gluon density. Ideally,
departure from proportional growth of nuclear structure functions with A might, then,
indicate the presence of saturation effects. Unfortunately, even at leading twist, “nuclear
shadowing,” seen in Figure 8.11, will modify the nuclear parton distributions producing
an effect similar to that expected from saturation, namely a reduction in the nuclear pdf
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leptons from charm

charm structure function F2c(x,Q2)

to the extent that charm content is due to gluon splitting
F2c(x,Q2) 

is a more direct probe of gluon distribution in nucleus (nucleon) than 
F2(x,Q2)

Brodsky and Vogt, Nucl. Phys., B438:261–277, (1995)



ePHENIX

longitudinal spin structure of 
nucleon

via DIS (and SIDIS)

gluon distribution in nucleons and 
nuclei via low-x inclusive and 

diffractive scattering

three-dimensional landscape of 
the nucleon through 

measurement of GPDs

electroweak physics at 
high x
 and 

high Q2



PHENIX has been busy

• three day upgrade R&D meeting in Dec.

• weekly meetings on decadal plan, e.g.:

• forward magnetic field

• forward momentum resolution

• capabilities for EM probes in barrel

• PID needs in forward/barrel









If charge to RHIC expts were expanded ...

• asymmetric IP or longer, stronger magnet?

• remove other muon arm?

• concern about albedo background 

• calorimetry in hadron direction?

• see rapidity gap for diffractive DIS

... plan for optimizing whole facility evolution



Summary

• ePHENIX is an important part of the PHENIX 
decadal plan

• strong capabilities for many early stage eRHIC 
observables – aligned with main eRHIC thrusts 

• if charge to RHIC expts. is expanded, there are 
reasonable modifications to ePHENIX

• lots of activity in PHENIX on physics questions, 
technology, and strategy. 


